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Functions of Bounded mean Oscillation and Quasiconformal Mappings

H. M. Reimann

1. Introduction

A locally integrable real valued function u is said to be of bounded mean oscillation

(BMO) in R", if

Q G

for every cube gcR" and some constant K. The notations

uQ lu(x)dx — \u(x)dx with

will be used. On the space of BMO-functions modulo constants a norm can be

defined by

||w|U= sup i\u(x)-uQ\dx. (1.1)
QcRn J

Q

With this norm BMO/R is a Banach space. The space of BMO-functions was intro-
duced by John and Nirenberg [8]. We will make use of their fundamental lemma:

LEMMA 1. Assume that weBMO. Then, if n(G)=\{xeQ\\u(x)-uQ\><T}\ is the

measure ofthe set ofpoints in the cube Q where \u(x) — uQ\ >a, we hâve

li(o)*ae-i"M*\Q\, (1.2)

where a and b are constants depending on n only.
BMO-functions hâve been used in many différent contexts, first in a paper of

John on rotation and strain [7] and at the same time by Moser [9] in his work on the

continuity of solutions of elliptic differential équations. Later on applications arose
in connection with singular intégral operators (Stein [12]) and as spaces of interpolation

(Stampacchia [11], Stein and Zygmund [13]). Most recently, Fefferman and
Stein [3] characterized the space of BMO-functions as the dual ofthe Hardy space
H1.

It seems that BMO-functions also hâve their place in the theory of quasiconformal
mappings. We propose to show that the logarithm ofthe Jacobian déterminant of a
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quasiconformal mapping/: Rw -? R" is in BMO. We then proceed to study transformations

of BMO-functions by quasiconformal mappings. It turns out that a quasiconformal

mapping of Rw onto itself induces a continuous bijective isomorphism <p;u-*
-^uof~x of BMO/R. Moreover this situation is in a certain way typical for quasiconformal

mappings: If cp'.u-^uof'1 is a continuous bijective isomorphism of BMO/R
which is induced by a homeomorphism/of R" satisfying certain regularity conditions,
then/is quasiconformal.

2. The Jacobian of a Quasiconformal Mapping

For our considérations we adopt the so called analytic définition of quasicon-
formality. A function/:G->Rn defined in a domain GcR" is said to be absolutely
continuous on Unes (ACL), if it is continuous and if for each interval /=

{xeJV'.cii^Xi^bijciG fis absolutely continuous on almost ail line segments in /,
parallel to the coordinate axes. The partial derivatives of an ACL-function / exist

a.e. and the Jacobian matrix of/at x will be denoted by F(x), its déterminant by Jf(x).
By définition a X-quasiconformal mapping is a homeomorphism /: G -? Rw such that

/eACL,/is totally differentiable a.e. and

sup \F(x)Ç\*<KJf(x) a.e. (2.1)

According to a theorem of Vâisâlâ [14], in this définition the regularity conditions

/eACL and / differentiable a.e. can be replaced by the single hypothesis, that/has
generalized derivatives which are locally LMntegrable.

THEOREM 1. Iff is a quasiconformal mapping of Rn onto itself with Jacobian
déterminant Jf then log/jeBMO.

The proof of Theorem 1 is based on a converse to the lemma of John and Niren-
berg (Lemma 3) and on the foliowing resuit due to Gehring [5] :

LEMMA 2. Assume that f is a K-quasiconformal mapping of G onto G' cR" and
that Q is a cube in the domain G with

diaer<dist(g', dG') (2.2)

(Ô'=/J2)- Then there exist constants c andp, p>n, which dépend on Kandn only, such

that

(2.3)
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Weset

Since/is X-quasiconformal, inequality (2.1) and the total differentiability imply
Lnf^KJf a.e. and Jf^Lnf a.e. Hence according to Lemma 4 in [3] there exists a
constant c0 (depending on K and n) such that for every cube Q c= G with dia Q' <
<dist(g', dG')

flj (2.4)

If Q is such a cube (satisfying (2.3)), then (2.4) holds for any cube contained in Q and
Lemma 3 in [5] shows that for some constants c and p9p>n,

For later référence let us note a simple conséquence of this lemma (cf. [5] Theorem 2)

COROLLARY. Assume thatfis a K-quasiconformal mapping ofG onto G' c Rn and
that Q is a cube in the domain G with dia g'<dist (Q\ dG'). Then

\QT'\\Q\J
(2"5)

for every measurable set AczQ with image A'=fA. (As above \A\ stands for the n-di-
mensional measure of the set A.)

If A is a measurable set, AczQ, then

n/p

\\-n/p .g,.
^[ — ] l+Jpf/ndx) <c(— 1 —

by Lemma 2 and Hôlder's inequality.
Let us remark that for the case of plane quasiconformal mappings results similar

to Lemma 2 hâve previously been established by Bojarski [1] and by Gehring and
Reich [6].
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LEMMA 3. /=logweBMO if and only iffor ail cubes gcR"

263

(2.6)

for some positive constants a, b and k.
The fact, that inequality (2.6) is a conséquence of Lemma 1 has already been

pointed out by John and Nirenberg. (The resuit has been stated in this form by Moser

[9].) Let us therefore assume that (2.6) holds for u ef. It is well known that

(f ¦"•)'¦
Q

4- log u

f
Q

exp dx t

is a monotone increasing function of t. Our assumption therefore implies Ms < KM0
and MO^KM_S for s=min (a, b). If we set

Qx =<xeQ: \ogu(x)^4- logu dx>
1 î '

and Q2 Q\Qi we obtain the inequalities

ier'J«- us dx

and

1e r1 j u~s

Q2

After adding thèse two inequalities and inserting the expressions

/ log« and fQ=ifdx=\ogM0

we hâve

if
Finally,

e-s(f-f°)dx=(
¦

Qi Q

&) \Q\.
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upon applying Jensen's inequality. This shows that/eBMO with

Il/IL^-Mog (**+*-*). (2.7)

We shall also need a distortion lemma for quasiconformal mappings, to the eifect
that the image of a cube can still be compared with a cube. This kind of resuit is typical
for the géométrie theory of quasiconformal mappings. We choose a formulation,
which is particularly suited for our purposes.

LEMMA 4. Let f:G-*W be a K-quasiconformal mapping. There exists a constant
k (which dépends on K and n) such that to every cube Pr czG' =fG with

dist(P',dG')>2kdmP'

there exists a cube QczG withfQ Q'^P\ diag'<dist(g', dGr) and

\Q'\^knnn/2\Pf\. (2.8)

The proof is based on the géométrie définition of quasiconformality, according to
which a homeomorphism/:G->R" is Z-quasiconformal if and only if

for every ring RczG. We refer the reader to the literature (see e.g. [10], [2]) for the

précise définitions and for a proof of the équivalence of the analytic and géométrie
définitions of quasiconformality.

Using preliminary translations, we can assume that the given cube Pf is centered

at 0 and that/(0)=0. Consider the spherical ring R'czG' with complementary com-
ponents

Co-{z:|z|<r/ 2-1diaP'} and Cx {z:\zfes'^kl'1 diaP'}.

The constant k > 1 will be determined later on. The modulus of the ring R' is given by

s'
modlT=log -=logfc. (2.9)

We set s=in(zeCfl \f~x(z)\ and r =sup2eC>0 \f~1(z)\ and observe that \f~1(z)\ ^ r for
ail zeP'.

The inner complementary component Co of R=f~1R' contains 0 and a point x0
with |jco| r, the outer component Cx a Continuum Connecting oo with a point xu
\xt\=s. According to a theorem of Teichmûller and its space analogue (see [4], [2],
[10])

modR<log(W-+lYj (2.10)
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for some constant A which dépends on n only. Since X-quasiconformal mappings
satisfy

withKo K1Kn~x\ we then hâve by (2.9) and (2.10)

which is équivalent to

This shows that s/r^nlf2 if we choose A:=(A2(1 +«1/2))*0. In this situation any cube

gcG centered at the origin with side length 2r (and diameter 2rn1/2) satisfies the

requirements of the lemma: The construction shows that diâQ' <kdia.P' and

\Q'\<knnn/2\P'\

since \z\ < kl~* diaP ' for ail zeQ'. Ifwe further assume that dist (P ', ôG') > 2k diaP '

4s\ then it is clear that diag'^/^distOS', dG').

LEMMA 5. The Jacobian déterminant J — Jf of a K-quasiconformal mapping

/:R"->R" satisfies

/C
(2.11)

for ail cubes Q cz Rn. The constants b and ct dépend on n and K only.
The inverse/"1 of a X-quasiconformal mapping is ^n~1-quasiconformal and its

déterminant Z"1 satisfies Gehring's inequality (see (2.3)):

(i J~p/n dyY/P<c l J'1 dy (2.12)

for every cube P'cR11. To any cube QczRn let us choose in accordance with Lemma
4 a cube P' with P =f~1 P' => Q and

A transformation of variables for the intégrais in inequality (2.12) then shows that

V1 f J~p/uJdx\HP<c\P\\P'\-1.
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Because \P'\=jPJdx this can be rewritten in the form

a\n/p / /• \(n-p)/p
Jt-^dx) *c\P\(\Jdx)

and together with inequality (2.13) this leads to

/ r \«

H
If the two Lemmata 3 and 5 are combined, a bound for ||log/||* can be given by

p — n

provided that p^2n and by

otherwise.
Remark 1. By définition, a AT-quasiconformal mapping/=(/1?...,/M) of R" onto

itself satisfies for i 1,..., n

K"n+1Jf^\gt2iâfi\n<iKJf a.e. in Rn.

Hence there exist gieLco(Rn), ||^J||00<(?i-l)logA, such that nlog|grad/f|
=logJr/+gf (f l,...,n). But functions in L°°(RB) are also in BMO and therefore

log|grad/;|GBMO (i l,...,«).
Remark 2. Local variants of Theorem 1 can be obtained. If/: G -> G' is a quasicon-

formal mapping and if gcG is a cube such that both dist(g, ôG) and dist(g', dG')
are big enough, then logJf considered as a function in Q is in BMO.

3. The Invariance of the Space BMO

THEOREM 2. Iffis a K-quasiconformal mapping ofRn onto itself, then (p:u-+u'
w°/~1 is a bijective isomorphism 0/BMO and

\WU<C\\u\U (3.1)

for ail weBMO, where C is a constant depending on K and n only.
We note that since the inverse of a quasiconformal mapping is also a quasicon-

formal mapping, ail that has to be shown is inequality (3.1). It then follows directly
from the définition that <p is an isomorphism of BMO.

For the proof of Theorem 2 we assume that weBMO and set uf=uof1. To a given
cube P' we détermine Q as in Lemma 4 such that P'cg' and |j2'K*"i"/2I^'|. The
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set Aa= {xeQ: \u(x) — uQ\ >a} is mapped onto the set A'a— {zeQ' :|w'(z)—uq\ ><t} and

by the corollary to Lemma 2 one knows that

K|< /I4,
\Q'\\\Q\,

Because of Lemma 1

hence

An intégration of this inequality with respect to a shows that

i \u'(z)-uQ\ dz=\Q'\~l J \A'e\ da<tc<t*-*>*b-1p{p-nY1 ||u||*

V o

and in combination with inequality (2.8) of Lemma 4

f f
4-|u/(z)-mq| dz^knnn/2 + |m/(z)-uq| Jz^const ||w|| +

One is left with the task of replacing uQ by

"''i.-'1'(z)dz,

but
r

(u'(z)-uQ)dz

so

pf V
This shows that ||w'|U<C|MU with C=2k" nnl2cctp-n)lp ^

THEOREM 3. Assume that f is a (orientation preserving) homeomorphism of Rn

onto itself, that feACL and that f is totally differentiable a.e. If the induced mapping

(p:u^uf uof~1 is a bijective isomorphism of BMO and if
\WU<C\\u\U for ail weBMO (3.1)

thenfis a quasiconformal mapping.
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Let us make précise that the hypothesis of cp being a bijective isomorphism of
BMO is meant to include the assumption that/and its inverse are absolutely contin-
uous with respect to n-dimensional measure. If this were not the case, the isomorphism
(p could not be defined properly : if the zéro set Nwere mapped onto a set N' of positive
measure, then both w' 0 and u" %N,9 the characteristic function of N', were in BMO
and both would satisfy

with w=0 a.e. in Rw, weBMO.
Our first aim is to construct suitable functions weBMO.

LEMMA 6. (John-Nirenberg).

1

log-
|jc|

0

is in BMO.
For a proof see [9].

LEMMA 7. Assume that g is a continuons function defined on R with

kg sup \g(x)\+ sup |g(x)-gOOl(l+log+ r^~T)<oo. (3.2)
xeR x,yeR \ \X — y\J

IfueBMO {W) and if

sup J.w dx <oo,

then v(x, y) u(x)g(y)eBMO (RB+1).

Let Qr<=:Rn dénote the cube with side length r, centred at the origin. If weBMO,
then for r^l

(|°)H* (3-3)

This can be seen as follows: Set us=uQ2_s s=0, 1,... Then

K-ws_1|=2BS J lu.-u.-Jdx

<2ns J \u(x)-us-t\dx+\\u\
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For r 2 s this is équivalent with

For arbitrary r, 0< r ^ 1, inequality (3.3) can now easily be derived.
A cube gcRrt+1 with sides parallel to the coordinate axes can be represented as a

direct product Q P x S of cubes PcR", S cR. Set aQ uPg0, where g0 is the value
of g at the center of S. Then

+ -gol dy.

If IQI^l this gives immediately

\v(x, y)-aQ\ dx

Q

If |ô| < 1, we make use of (3.3) and (3.2) to conclude that

and

f
Therefore

j)-ae| dx-f

i
for any cube with sides parallel to the coordinate axes. If Q c R"+x is an arbitrary cube,
there exists a cube Qo^Q with sides parallel to the coordinate axes and with
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So the estimate

l \v~vQ\ dx dy^2 l \v-aQo\ dx dy^2(n+lfn+1)/2 l\v-aQo\ dx dy
Q Q LQ Q

for the mean oscillation over Q shows that

As an application set u(x) log+ l/\x\, xeR and let g(y) be the piecewise linear,
continuous odd function defined for yeR by

1 — \y—1|
0

Since \g(x)~-g(y)\^min{2, |jc— y\}9 g satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 7 (with
kg < 3). From the Lemmata 6 and 7 we conclude that

î;(x1,x2)=g(x2)log+-—-
1*1!

is in BMO. For dimensions n>2 let us define ueBMO by

v(x)=log+l/\x1\h(x2)...h(xn_î)g(xn)

with

0

v then has compact support and v(x) g(xn)\og+ l/|xil for |x4Kl, i l,..., «.

Finally, for r >0 let t;r be defined by

Certainly ||f?r||#= \\v\\*9 since the space of BMO-functions is invariant under dilations.
With ûJ=(als..., an)eR\ (i.e. af>0, i l,..., #1) we associate the sets Uar=

{jc:I^Ka^r, i 1,..., «} and the functions

otherwise
V

and
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LEMMA 8. IfheLï(Rn)t then there exists a séquence r} converging to 0 such thaï

a.e. in R"

lim (parj*h(t)=lim (pOtrj(x) h(t-x) dx 0

RM

and

lim ^a,rjs
J-oo

with

Ca= ll/a,rdx= + \v(x)\dx.
R" Va, 1

ca is a continuous function of aeRn+. For a (ocu..., ccn-l9 1), at<l, cfl can easily
be calculated :

Cfl=|(l_logai). (3.4)

For the proof of Lemma 8 consider the différences

and

R»

They satisfy

lim f \dk{t)\dt^\im [ il/Ofr(x) f \h(t-x)-h(t)\dtdx=O.
Rn Rn Rn

k=l9 2 because

lim f \h(t-x)-h(t)\dt=O
x->0 J

and {j/afr has its support in Uar. For some séquence rj with limy^^ ry 0 the
différences dx and d2 will therefore converge pointwise a.e.

For any rotation q of Rn set 9<?,a,rW <Pa,r(e"1^ ^<?,«,r=^"1(f/«,r) and

vQtr(x)=vr(Q~1x)==v(Q~~1x/r). Observe that ||t?tf>f.||J|l ||t?||#, since BMO is invariant
under rotations. We think of q as being given by an élément in O(n)9 the group of
orthogonal n x «-matrices. As an immédiate conséquence of Lemma 8 let us note:
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COROLLARY. Let {gj and {am} be countable dense subsets of O(n) and R+
respectively. If heL1(W)f then for any pair Qi9am there exists a séquence {rj} with

linij^^ /*j=0 such that

and

Hm ^Ci,am,ri*M0==CamM0 (3-6)

for ail teRn\N9 where N is a set ofmeasure zéro which is independent ofthe pair gi9 am.

The proof of Theorem 3 consists in showing that sup,,eRn5|^ 1 \F(x) Ç\n^

^KâetF(x) a.e. in R". (F(x) is the Jacobian matrix of/ at x.) This clearly is a local

property. Based on our hypothesis and on the corollary to Lemma 8 we can assume
that at x=0 the following conditions are satisfied:

i) /is (totally) differentiable

ii) // deti7^0, in view ofthe remark following Theorem 3

iii) (3.5) and (3.6) hold for h(x)
' JfM M

/Ax0\
F can be written in the form F qDg, where g, aeO(n) and D— I \ J is a di-

\o U
agonal matrix with X1*^k2... >Xn>0 (this is true for any «xn-matrix M with
detM#0). Let us exclude the case det<r= — 1 by possibly interchanging the order of
the coordinates. If we compose/with the rotation a'1, then the resulting mapping
g (T*"1o/still satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3 and the three additional conditions

above. Note that Jg Jf and that the Jacobian matrix of g at 0 is G=qD. The

same is true if we consider the mapping cf c>0, instead of/(with /c/ cw//). There-

fore we can assume without loss of generality, that F qD with D= I \ J and

x >A2... >AB= 1. We then hâve to show that 1\<,KX^... kn.

With this in mind let us choose g, and am=(<xml,..., <xmn) in such a way that

l|<E k=l,...,n (3.7)

|Cam-Kl-log«ml)|<£ (3.8)

(cf. (3.4)) and such that for r small enough, say r<ôl9 U'r=fUQitamtr contains the
cube S {z:\zi\^r(l—s)} and is contained in the cube Q={z:\zi\^r(l-\-e)}. We
remindthat Ueta>r was definedby UQtatr=Q~1{
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By the main hypothesis (3 1) wr=»ff,,o/"1 is m BMO and ||wr|L<C||i?|U So

with

Q

r(z)-wQ\ dz^\S\~l J |wr(z)-wQ| dz

Q

\wr(z)-w

Q

In this înequality we can replace wQ by the mean value

U r

if we instead write

C\\v\U

Due to the absolute continuity of/with respect to «-dimensional Lebesgue measure

*r=^W^ f v«-'W

so by the corollary to Lemma 6

lim t;rj 0.
j-x»

Hence there exists ^2>Û (^2<^i) sucn

wr(z)\ dz<e + 2^Yc|NU. (3.9)

On the other side
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so by (3.6)

icajf(ty cam. (3.10)lim -f \wrj(z)\dz=(

Combining the two results (3.9) and (3.10) with (3.8) we conclude that for7 bigenough

C\\v\U.

Together with (3.7) this implies

î+iogA^CNL
since e>0 was arbitrary. The inequality Xnl^KX1... Àn therefore holds with

4. A Local Version

The object of this section is a local version of the Theorems 2 and 3. If G is a
domain in Rn we dénote by BMO (G) the subspace of BMO consisting of ail functions
weBMO with support in G (the support of a locally integrable function weL11oc(Rrt

is the complément of the largest open set Oc=Rw with u(x) 0 a.e. on O).

LEMMA 9. IfueL\0C{Rn) andifmppuaG, then

||i<|U<4sup||ii(x)-iip|dx,
Jp

where the supremum is extended over ail cubes P with dia P<4/z1/2 dia G.

G is contained in a bail B with radius dia G. If QnG^ty for some cube with
dia Q S* 4w1/2 dia G, then there exists a cube P c= Q with side length n ~1/2 diaP=2 dia£
such that Pr\B=Qr\BiDQnG. With N {xeP:u(x)=0}9 INI^IPI-IGI^
>(1-2""II)|P|, we obtain

f. j .-i f, j .«,-i f+ #—ttp|ax |P I |Mp|ax + |P| I \u — uP\ ax
J J J
P N P\N

which shows that
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Finally

Q

i \u-uQ\ dx^2 + \u-uP\ dx

1 J |Mp|<*x + 2|er1 j\u-uP\dx

and the proof is complète.

THEOREM 4. Assume thatf: G-+W is a orientationpreserving) homeomorphism,

feACL, and thatfis differentiable a.e. Thenfis a quasiconformal mapping ifand only if
every point xeG has a neighbourhood U such that (p:u-*uf uof~1 is an isomorphism

0/BMO (U) onto BMO (fU) which satisfies

\\u'U<C0\\uU

for ail weBMO (U) with afixed constant Co independent of U.

The proof for the quasiconformality of a homeomorphism/: G ->RW satisfying ail
the above hypothèses is contained in the proof of Theorem 3. In order to show that a

quasiconformal mapping gives rise to local isomorphisms of BMO (U) onto BMO
(£/'), U'=fU, the full strength of the Lemmata 2 and 4 has to be used.

For xeGwe choose a neighbourhood U in such a way that

4n1/2(l +2k) diaf//<dist(C/', dG'\

where k is the constant of Lemma 4. IfP7 is a cube with dia Pf <4/z1/2 dia U' and with
P'nC/VO, then

dist(P\ dG')^dist(t/\ dGO-diaP^diaP^ +2&)-diaP/=2A:diaP/.
Hence by Lemma 4 there exists a cube QcG with/g g'=>P', \Q'\ ^knnn/2 \P'\ and
with

dist(Ô/,aG')>diaô/. (4.1)

For a given function weBMO (U) with u' uof~1 we can then proceed as in the proof
of Theorem 2. Condition (4.1) ensures the validity of Lemma 2. It follows (see (2.11))
that

and this inequality holds for ail P' with diaP'^/j1'2 dial/'. Therefore by Lemma 9
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